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Psycho bunny polo pink

Jump to content × Looks like you're looking at our website using an outdated browser. Please download one of the options below for an optimal experience: Page 2Page 3Page 4 Short description Psycho Bunny Neon Bunny Polo Shirt in Pink. A classic polo shirt by Psycho Bunny. Classic Polo Collar with a 2-button placket and signature bunny logo on the left breast. Finished with contrasting neon-coloured
trims for the collar and cuffs. Classic polo collar Two button post short sleeves Psycho Bunny logo Contrasting color trim detailing 100% Cotton Product code: B6K821 * Note: Psycho Bunny size its garments one up from the US, but please choose your normal size. The garment may contain American size in the collar. For example, a BRITISH medium is the size of a US Small in the collar All stock items
are shipped within 1 working day. All delivery options can be tracked and require a signature when receiving items. 2 Working Day Delivery - £2.99 (FREE on orders over £50) Items shipped via ParcelForce. This takes 1-2 business days to be delivered from the date of delivery and requires a signature on arrival. All items can be tracked, and you will receive details when the order is shipped. Next Business
Day Delivery - £4.95 (FREE on orders over £150) Get your order faster with our next day delivery, available for just £4.95. We use Parcelforce for the delivery service the next day, and again this requires a signature. Delivery orders the next day after 4pm will be sent out the next business day. All delivery orders the next day after 4pm on Friday (including the weekend) will be shipped the next current
working day and come on Tuesday (except in the case of bank holiday Saturday Delivery - £9.95 Order before 3pm on a Friday for Saturday delivery. We use DPD for our Saturday deliveries which are a fully tracked service. Items usually come before 1pm on Saturday. Collect in store - FREE You can also choose to collect your order in either our Wilmslow or Bolton stores. Please leave 24 hours for us to
deliver to the right store. International Delivery Worldwide Delivery is available from £9.95. Continue to your shopping cart to see a delivery offer to your destination. For more information, please refer to our delivery policy. Return If you are not 100% satisfied with your order, we will be happy to offer a refund or exchange of items up to 30 days after you receive goods. Note: Due to hygiene reasons, we
cannot accept returns on underwear or face masks. For more information, please refer to our return policies. Polo shirt by Psycho Bunny Breathable cotton pique Polo collar Zip placket Logo detailing Split sides for easy movement Fitted cuffs Regular fit - true to size Machine wash 100% Cotton Our model wears a size Medium and is 188cm / 6'2 high Model height: 6'2 /188 cm Model wears: Size Medium
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